Foundation 2 Spring 2 Home Learning Challenges
PARENTS AND CARERS!
Please help your child to choose a challenge to complete. Try to aim for one new challenge a week along with ongoing skills practice
e.g. reading books, flashcards, counting skills, name writing. Collect your points to earn an award! When you have completed each challenge, you can tick the box
to show it has been completed and then shade the correct number of points on the bar chart. It would also be great to hear how your child got on with the
challenge and how much support was given, so please feel free to write a comment on the corner of the page. Some challenges may take a little longer so feel
free to revisit them over a few weeks. You can record your homework in your book or post a picture on Tapestry!
Books will be collected in every Wednesday and they will be checked and returned every Friday. How many points can you earn?
Post a photograph/video of something you are proud of onto Tapestry (please ask for help if needed). It might show something special that has happened in your
life or show something you have achieved for the first time. It might show you playing in role or being creative, being a good friend or using your maths, reading
or writing skills. Please type a short comment about what you are doing!
2 points – this challenge can be completed 2 times
Write a diary about what you have been
doing at the weekend. Tell me where you
have been and what you have seen. You could
draw some pictures too! Remember to sound
out each word, start your sentence with a
capital letter and end it with a full stop.

Share a story 3 times a week, this could
be your reading book or a story you already
have at home. Discuss some of the key
vocabulary of the book. Did you enjoy the
story? Why? Make sure the person you
read with records it in your reading record!

Read the story of the very
hungry caterpillar with your
child. Ask them to re-tell you the
story, video this and put it on
Tapestry.

5 points to be completed once.

1 point for each week you do
this (6 weeks)

4 points – can be
completed once
Research a species of caterpillar.
Find out key information about
your caterpillar. What do they
eat? What butterfly do they
turn into? How long does it take
them to change? What did you
use to find out this information?

We are learning numbers from
10-20. How many of these
numbers can you see on your
street? Can you find any of
these numbers on the way to
school? Can you place these
numbers in order?
4 points to be
completed once.
Next half term our topic will be
‘Our bodies’. Our key question
will be ‘How can I stay healthy?’
What do we eat that is healthy?
What do with our bodies to be
healthy? Find pictures on the
internet or in books.

5 points

4 points

Practise your tricky words. Make sure to
Numbots.
look, write, cover, write and check. How many Log on to your account and complete 10
can you spell?
minutes a week to help you with your maths.
Can you put your tricky word into a
sentence?
1 point –can be completed 2
1 point to be
times.
completed 3 times
Teach your monster to read,
Log on to your account and complete 10 minutes a week to help you with your sounds and
reading.
1 point to be completed 3 times

